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Why Waverly took Erika’s phone call….

OR

Laying a Foundation: How We Got Started

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This section talks about relationship building BEFORE a transaction. In our situation, Waverly was part of our Community Advisory Board (based on earlier relationship building), and that’s why he took my call.For people new to this work, we might recommend working through existing CABs or spending time building relationships.�Waverly can discuss his perspective as a barber (and his platform/opportunity)Erika can discuss perspective of academic, building new partnerships or leveraging existing partnerships at institution
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Why Waverly & Erika kept talking…

OR

Building Partner Readiness for Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here, we would talk how building the relationship enables a partner to be ready to engage in research when the opportunity arises; requires an awareness of ‘cultural context’ with regard to researchWaverly will discuss how he sees himself as a Liaison between the researchers and the community and can use his platform to facilitate the research. He understands trust issues within community and can assure community that he is vetting researchErika will talk about framing the value of the research to community partners—aligning research goals with community goals (and working with com partner to figure out what those are)
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Waverly & Erika’s Big Idea

OR

Developing an Implementation Research Project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here, we talk about how jargon can get in the way. We highlight the importance of not shying away from the word “research” but providing an explanation of what we are doing, what we will learn, and what impact it will have. “We need research to help our community”
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How do Waverly & Erika get what they need…

OR

Recognizing Priorities of IS Research Partners

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here, we talk about thinking about IS in community settings in an organic and logical way that meets the (sometimes) competing priorities of IS project partners.�In our example, we have priorities of research team, barbers, and clients. We will talk about how we use our Community Advisory Working Group to help inform our implementation strategies and data collection processes and keep the lens of the barber (and the client/participant) at the center of our approach. (Do men want to talk about the Browns or their prostate?)�Erika will discuss how to keep key IS constructs/goals aligned with other community priorities.
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Contact Us: 
Erika Trapl: Erika.trapl@case.edu

Waverly Willis: waverlywillis@gmail.com 
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